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Opening address by the re tor
of L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University

The a hievements of human ivilization are based on the ultural ri hness of the
East and the West, their intera tion, mutual enri hment and mutual omplement.
Being on the jun tion of two ontinents, ivilizations and ultures the people of
Kazakhstan have a histori al mission  to be a onne ting link between those
ivilizations. In 1994 in his spee h at M.V. Lomonosov Mos ow State University,
President of the Republi of Kazakhstan Nursultan Nazarbayev formulated for the
rst time the great idea of Eurasian Union as pra ti al politi s for our ountry.
In 1996, in line with these ideas, and by the initiative of the President,
L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University was founded.
The publi ation of the Eurasian Mathemati al Journal is an important
ontinuation of those initiatives. It will ontribute to the ooperation of
mathemati ians from Europe, Asia and the entire world and to the development
of s ien e.
The Eurasian Mathemati al Journal is the rst journal in Kazakhstan, whi h has
su h a representative international editorial board. It onsists of leading spe ialists
from Canada, China, the Cze h Republi , Fran e, Great Britain, Germany, India,
Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, the Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, the USA
and many other ountries.
Our University is honoured by the fa t that among the founders of Eurasian
Mathemati al Journal are the Mos ow State University, the Peoples' Friendship
University of Russia and one of the oldest universities in Europe, the University of
Padua, where the famous Galileo Galilei worked.
The Eurasian National University wel omes the opportunity to provide nan ial
support for the Eurasian Mathemati al Journal, in luding an honorarium for the
authors and reviewers.
I hope that the work of the journal will enable our s ientists to rea h new frontiers
in edu ation and s ien e and will draw the talented new resear hers into s ien e.
I wish all the members of the editorial board and all the authors will have the
fruitful and interesting work. I am ondent that a bright future lies ahead for our
new journal.
Professor Bakytzhan Abdrayim

